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(Special) Fun with Templates

We're now entering the much more fun phase of the class (as opposed to the admittedly dry subject of 
exceptions), and I'm gonna do my best to start it off with a bang. This handout is so full of crazy stuff 
you can do with templates you won't know what to do with it—except perhaps you might carefully 
laminate every page so as not to damage that awesomeness contained herein. That would be sufficient.

Swap on. Swap off.

Last week I briefly mentioned swap, and that's because it's so easy to use in so many fun ways. To 
remind you of what we used it for, we implemented an assignment operator like this:

const MyType& MyType::operator=(MyType other)
{
   swap(*this,other);
   return *this;
}

Wow that's short! And you don't even need to check for self assignment! As you can see, all the power 
is contained in the copy constructor (look at the signature) and the swap operation. Surely swap must 
be pretty special, eh? Well, let's look at the standard implementation of swap.

template <typename T>
void swap(T & a, T & b)
{
   T temp(b);
   b = a;
   a = temp;
}

“Wait a minute!” I hear you crying, “We just defined swap in terms of operator=! That's gonna 
lead to infinite loops at runtime!” You're right, but all is not lost. Luckily for me, I defined a partial 
specialization for swap (in class, it what was in my head; now it's on paper), which I decided to make 
a friend of our vector class template:

template <typename T, class Alloc=std::alloc<T> >
class vector
{

//...
friend void swap<vector>(vector & v1, vector & v2); 

};

template <class T, class A>
void swap(vector<T,A> & a, vector<T,A> & b)



{
swap(a.elems,b.elems);
swap(a.size,b.size);
swap(a.capacity,b.capacity);
// etc...

}

A partial-specialization allows you to essentially tell the compiler “if you have something that looks 
like these types, use this version instead.” In this case, we tell the compiler to look for any vectors that 
have the same parameter types. (Note that if we wanted to do something specifically for vector<int>, 
then we could provide a full specialization:

template <>
void swap(vector<int> & a, vector<int> & b)
{
   cout << “Can't swap this!” << endl;

throw 1; // Just for old times' sake.
}

--End example.) 

Actually, this isn't quite the whole story. You might already know that STL containers all have a swap 
member function built-in, so the example should really look something like:

template <typename T, class Alloc=std::alloc<T> >
class vector
{

//...
public:

void swap(vector & other)
{
swap(elems,other.elems);
swap(size,other.size);
swap(capacity,other.capacity);
// etc...

}
};

template <class T, class A>
void swap(vector<T,A> & a, vector<T,A> & b)
{

a.swap(b);
}

However, this solution is not quite ideal. Think about it: for every STL-like container we introduce, 
we're gonna have to provide our own swap partial specialization; and users will too if they make their 
own. That's just silly and pointless. Templates are supposed to be generic, and that's hardly generic. So, 
I present to you my version of swap:



namespace detail // by convention, users don't touch in here.
{

template <class T, boolean HasMemberSwap>
void swap_helper(T & a, T & b)
{
T temp(b);

  b = a;
   a = temp;

}

template <class T>
void swap_helper<T,true>(T& a, T&b)
{
a.swap(b);

}
}

template <class T>
void swap(T & a, T & b)
{

using namespace detail;
swap<T,has_member_swap_function<T>::value>(a,b);

}

That's rather nice, if I may say so myself. We automagically detect if we have access to a supplied 
“swap” member function. That is, if we implement the template meta-function 
has_member_swap_function.1 This is really, really tough to understand. Start out just getting a 
sense of what all is in there. Don't worry if it doesn't make sense at first; I'll do my best to explain it, 
though I'm not sure I totally understand it.

namespace detail
{
   // the standard says that sizeof(yes) != sizeof(no)
   typedef char (&no)[1];
   typedef char (&yes)[2];

   // This little gem has to do with how templates are
   // instantiated, and defaults and what not.
   // (Notice the second template parameter.)

template <typename T, void (T::*)(T &)> 
struct ptmf_helper {}; 

// Overload cleverness, ... matches everything, but
   // only as a last resort. Pay attention to return types.
   template <class T> no has_mem_swap_helper(...);

1 We will be discussing metaprogramming at great length later. Essentially, a meta-function is evaluated at compile time. 
The compile-time type system of C++ operates on all the things that C++ templates can take as parameters and “return” 
as typedefs or integer constants, or through a “rebind” concept.



   template <class T>
yes has_mem_swap_helper(ptmf_helper<T,&T::swap> * p);

template <class T>
struct has_member_swap_function
{

// Now for the best part:
static const bool value =

sizeof(has_mem_swap_helper(0)) == sizeof(yes);
};

}

Alright, that was quite a lot in one block, I know. So take a quick rest............

Ok. Ready now? No? Too bad. Let's look at the big picture. Essentially, we're tricking the template 
instantiation mechanism into telling us whether or not we have this member function. When it 
determines it, we use overload resolution to extract whether or not the size of the return value is the 
same as “yes.” We accomplish this by seeing if the compiler can instantiate the ptmf_helper<> 
class template with T and T::swap(T&). If it fails, that little 0 there is going to go to the “...”, and so the 
return type is “no.” If it succeeds, the 0 is promoted to a ptmf_helper<T,&T::swap> *, which 
means that we selected the second overload which has a return type of “yes.” 

So that's what those first two lines are setting up: we need to find two types that are guaranteed to have 
different sizes, and arrays are the simplest way to guarantee that. (Can you think of some others?)  

The next bit (ptmf_helper<>) isn't so tough to understand once you know what the second template 
parameter is. It is a pointer-to-member-function, and that ugly syntax is how C++ deals with them. 
Some example code might help:

struct Foo { void bar(int & elem) {} void baz(int & elem) {} }; 
Foo foo;
int i = 0;

typedef void (Foo::*FooMemFun) (int &);

FooMemFun proc = Foo::bar;
foo.*proc(i); // calls bar
proc = Foo::baz;
foo.*proc(i); // calls baz

What comes next are two overloads, one which will match any parameter you pass to it (think about 
printf) and one that quite specifically matches only pointers to a ptmf_helper<T,&T::swap>. 
The idea is that the compiler's overload resolution will prefer to match anything besides a “...”, but if it 
has to it's prepared to do just that. In this case, this can only happen when the compiler can't instantiate 
the parameter types of the second function, which can only happen when T doesn't have a swap 
member function with the signature we specified. (For what it's worth, this is the Substitution-Failure-
Is-Not-An-Error principle mentioned in the “Questions” at the beginning of the quarter. It says that if 



you can't instantiate the template parameters for a function, then the compiler is supposed to just ignore 
that version of the function and look for something else.)

We're almost done! Once the compiler chooses the overload, we just exploit the different return types' 
sizes to figure out which overload the compiler chose. That's it! That wasn't so bad was it?

Smart Copy

Now we're going to move on to something a little bit simpler to address something of a larger issue: 
copying. std::copy to be precise. Let's look at the usual definition:

template <typename InputIter, typename OutputIter>
void copy(InputIter src_begin, InputIter src_end, OutputIter out)
{

while(src_begin != src_end)
   *out++ = *src_begin++; 

}

Well that's nice and simple. What voodoo could David possibly want to do to this poor function? Well 
it turns out, just a little. As you may recall from CS107, memcpy is an extremely fast way to copy bits 
from one place to another. It only works for pointers though, and the semantics of std::copy only 
make sense to memcpy to and from the same types. (Why?) (Also why did I at the last minute decide 
to go with memmove?)

template <typename T>
void copy( T * src_begin, T * src_end, T* out)
{

memmove(out,src_begin, sizeof(T) * (src_end-src_begin));
}

Alas, that isn't quite right. We can't bitwise copy types that have non-bitwise assignment operators, or a 
bit more generally, we can't bitcopy non-POD types. POD is a acronym used in the official standard 
that stands for “Plain Old Data.” (Seriously!) Briefly, POD's are recursively defined as built-in types 
(except pointer-to-member and pointer-member-functions), arrays of POD types, unions of POD types, 
and class/struct types that don't have a user-defined copy assignment operator or destructor. 

Given that, there are two ways we could proceed. In the first, we could do something that's more or less 
the same as what we did with swap—without quite so much magic. I'll leave that one for you to do. 
The other involves the concept of traits. Traits refer to a class that holds a bunch of information about 
a type and how it should behave. A good example is std::char_traits, which I'll summarize 
parts of here:

template <class charT>
struct char_traits
{

typedef charT char_type;
typedef someInt int_type; // useful b/c getc returns an int.



//...
static void assign(char_type & c1, const char_type& c2);
static bool eq(const char_type & c1, const char_type& c2);
static int compare(const char_type & c1, const char_type& c2);
//...
static int_type eof();
// etc.

};

Why is all this stuff useful? Well, it's used in std::basic_string<charT,traits,basic_string> to determine 
how the string should determine equality. So, let's say you wanted a case_insensitive string, then all 
you would need to do would be to specify the char_traits appropriately:

// Notice the inheritance.
struct i_char_traits : public char_traits<char>
{

static bool eq(char c1, char c2)
{
return tolower(c1) == tolower(c2);

}
static int compare(char c1, char c2)
{
return tolower(c2) – tolower(c1);

}
};

typedef std::basic_string<char,i_char_traits> istring;

Nifty! Now let's apply that to copying. The idea is that we need a copy_traits class, which gives POD 
types one version and everything else the normal version.

template <class T, bool IsPOD=is_pod<T>::value>
struct copy_traits
{

// normal version will be no:
static void copy(T * src, T* endsrc, T* dest)
{

while(src!= endsrc)
   *dest++ = *src++; 

}
};

template <typename T>
struct copy_traits<T,true>
{

static void copy( T * src_begin, T * src_end, T* out)
{
memmove(out,src_begin, sizeof(T) * (src_end-src_begin));

}



}

template <typename T>
void copy( T * src_begin, T * src_end, T* out)
{

copy_traits<T>::copy(src_begin,src_end,out);
}

Now just need to define is_pod_type<T>. Nothing terribly tricky here, except some preprocessor 
stuff. The important thing to take note of is that there is no way to automatically determine if a type is a 
POD type without extensions (only 2 compilers—including MSVC 8). So we're going to define things 
like this:

template <class T>
struct is_pod_type
{
  static const bool value = false;
};

#define REGISTER_BUILT_IN_POD(T) \
template <>\
struct is_pod_type<T>\
{static const bool value = true;};

REGISTER_BULT_IN(int);
// etc.

// This last bit is rather clever. 
// An array is a POD iff it's made up of PODs.
template <class T, int N>
struct is_pod<T[N]>: is_pod<T> {};
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